Exhilarating heap of opportunities for 'after school extracurricular' activities
Fascinating coaching on dramaturgy, dance, music and eurhythmics
orienting entertainment, energization and holistic development of the
practitioners.
Creative activities like painting, drawing and other forms of simple,
imaginary and Imagineering 'arts and crafts'.
Indigenous and foreign martial arts like wrestling, archery, karate and
Judo
Meditation, prayers, recitation and other spiritual strengtheners
Brain trainers like Abacus, chess and Sudoku Classes
Regular field trips to build qualities like 'reverence to nature,
appreciation of talents, absorption of discipline, understanding of the
society and concern for the needy.
We train our students to adapt, absorb, withstand and create
circumstances. Similarly we also educate and train parents and
guardians to effectively monitor, guide and support the intellectual,
ethical and performance growth of their beloved. We earnestly believe
that great products emerge only from tripartite companionship and
action; of teachers, parents and students.

Admissions
The eligibility of age as on 31st march of the year of seeking admissions

Pre- KG

2 YEARS

SECOND STANDARD

6 YEARS

JUNIOR KG

3 YEARS

THIRD STANDARD

7 YEARS

SENIOR KG

4 YEARS

FOURTH STANDARD

8 YEARS

FIRST STANDARD

5 YEARS

FIFTH STANDARD

9 YEARS

Admission forms available in the School office can be collected from
Monday – Saturday 10 AM to 3 PM. The following documents should be
submitted along with the duly filled form:
Attested copy of Birth Certificate
Copy of the last progress card report from the previous school
Attested copy of community certificate if they belong to any the following
four communities BC/MBC/SC/ST
Originals to be produced at the time of verification

Fill the form...Follow us...Feel the bliss...

UPANISHAD
ARCHITECTS
you send to us students...we send back scholars......

R

ejoice the joy and
splendour of learning,
success and social
achievement of your beloved
successors by stepping into
'Upanishad Architects'
International School!
No.3, D'Silva Road, Mylapore, Chennai - 600 104.
+91 9962510986
info.upanishadarchitects@gmail.com

Vision
A school, endowed with rewarding ideals, tools and team, to foster and magnify
the finest forceful facets of 'MAN' in a student; assimilation, realization, action
and transformation.

About the School
This is a co-educational, independent, day school founded by Justice
T.L.Venkatrama Iyer Endowment Foundation, Chennai .(www.tlvefoundation.org)
The school has proposed at present to focus on a sturdy and salient foundation
for the buddies and has commenced classes from pre- KG to Fifth Standard.
'Upanishad Architects' is a result of the long cherished dream of the trust to start
an educational institution that which is distinct, dynamic and divine. 'Upanishad'
is endowed with two major strengths; muscular value and intuitive learning
systems of our glorious tradition on one side and the vibrant and privileged
latest curriculum design of IGCSE (EDEXEL – PEARSON GROUP, UK) on the other.
We are meticulous that bias or attraction for past and present should never
prevent a benefit for or allow a defect into the learner's generation of today. The
best of all times and trends have been presented in its pristine and powerful
form for 'capacity and character building' apart from mere 'curriculum and
career building'.
The vital age-frame of a learner for knowledge acquisition, moulding and goal
setting is between '5 and 17' years. Their ability to grasp, store and execute is far
superior and magnificent but our shaping and directions limit their attention
and achievements within the boundaries of promotion, employment and
enrichment, precluding their access to grand social architecture and
reconstruction ventures. We teach them involvement, memory development
and efficiency drive and they learn everything by themselves. 'Upanishad' aims
at harnessing the complete latent potential of every individual and providing
them appropriate goals and befitting social targets.
You can experience or witness the 'giant' in you when you 'grow' beyond the
mountains and 'GOD' in you when you 'give' beyond the sky. 'Upanishad' assures
these thrilling impacts by manuring your magnificence and munificence.

Sree Vidya
We consider any branch of study as a division of wisdom, part of divinity,
source of development, art of achievement and model of service. Hence
irrespective of standards and fields, learning itself is auspicious and equal to
worship and penance. 'Sree Vidya' is an epithet offered to the unique
pedagogical system that instigates the manifestation of 'nobility, ability,
stability and responsibility.
A true knowledge system will surely have a radiant and permanent effect. The
concept base of our education model will ensure the reflection of the
'knowledge flavour' in the thought, expression behaviour and action
dimensions of the pupils and inspirational and transformational permeation of
the same in their surroundings, neighbourhood and society. We have framed
the features in a bi-fold fashion; that are commonly approachable for all as
obligatory components and exclusive traditional designs and practices as
electives for the aspirants. Thus we facilitate the fruits of our techniques for
both traditional and secular beneficiaries.

Salient features aiming at total progress of our students

Infrastructure
Large well-lit air conditioned concept based, activity-specific 'smart'
classrooms
Play area with state of art play equipments as per international standards to
guarantee health, enthusiasm and intelligence growth, apart from safety of
children
Discovery time activities for talent and innovation engineering
Audio visual arena for impressive inculcation and behavioural designing
State of art huge auditorium with world class facilities to showcase child
talents and accomplishments with a training centre for talent shaping and
elevation
Entire school under CCTV surveillance to add to the safety of children
Computer pavilion
Chefs pavilion and other amenities

Curricula
Cognition lab for observation on learning abilities, disabilities, preferences
and inculcation models
Language lab-special provision for communication, eloquence, drafting,
composition in native and special languages
Math lab for improving calculation, analysis, intuition and vision traits of
human brain

